OPTIXPLOT FIELD DESCRIPTORS
OVERVIEW
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OPTIXPLOT HEADER DESCRIPTORS
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1. OptixPLOT Header

Identifies details of Selected Race

2. PlotFit

Indicates confidence of OptixPLOT’s
assessment of this race by measuring how
closely the entire race lines up along the
white flow-band (a diagonal line running from
upper-left to lower-right) of each OptixPLOT
Excellent
Good
Average
Below Average
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3. Pace Contention

Assesses the potential early pace
contention of the race
High Contention
Average Contention
Soft Contention

4. Speed Rate

Assesses the potential early speed
rate of the race
0-24 slow speed
25-50 average speed
50+ very fast speed

5. OptixGRID

Switch to OptixGRID screen for in-depth
detail about the past performances of all
horses in this race

6. optixRPM
Runstyle Plot Match: Strength of match
between Horse’s Run Style & OptixPLOT
position
Good Average
Poor

7. optixFIGRANGETM
Projected Optix Speed Figure needed
for this race
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OPTIXPLOT DESCRIPTORS
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1. OptixPLOT-STANDARD
Represents the pace-dynamics of the race using
each runner’s most recent races, regardless of
surface or distance.

2. OptixPLOT-SURFDIST
Represents the pace-dynamics of the race
using each runner’s most recent races only on
the given surface and distance.

3. X-axis Factor Velocity
Represents the “Early Pace Position,” or where the
horse should be at the first call. (The farther to the
left, the closer to the lead.)

4. Y-axis Factor Position
Represents the Early Pace Velocity - how fast a
horse runs from the 1st point of call to the 2nd
(Higher=faster to the 2nd point of call.)

5. Par Line
The point on the Y-axis where a mythical horse
with an average velocity time would fall if running
with the class of horses in this race.

6. Flow Band
Viewing the field on the plot along the
diagonal white flow-band gives you a pretty
accurate picture of where a horse will be
positioned before turning for home.
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OPTIXPLOT VBAR DESCRIPTORS
The Optix VBar (located to the right of the OptixPLOT header) is a graph that uses handicapping metrics to compare all of the
horses in the race. There are 8 Categories to choose from and each are comprised of individualized metrics for comparison.
All of the statistical categories for each horse represented on the graph are in relation to the other horses in this field.
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1. VBar Category Option Choose from 8 Categories in the
drop down menu. Speedfigs is the default category and will
always display first. A checkmark will appear next to the
category displayed.

3. Average Line
Above line/Positive # - Best plot match
Slightly Above/Below Line - OK/neutral match
Below line/Negative # - Worst Plot match

4. VBar Metrics Each category’s specific metrics are identified below

2. Show/Hide Buttons
Show All

All category metrics are displayed on the bar graph.

Hide All

All category metrics are removed from the bar graph.

the bar graph and color coded to correspond to the bars on the graph.
Graph bars are displayed in the same order as the metrics below with
each line reading from left to right. You can choose to view all, some or
even just one of these metrics at the same time. Hovering over bars or
metric text will give alternative displays. Clicking on metric text will
make that metric appear/disappear. See the OptixPLOT User’s Guide for
detailed metric explanation and viewing options.
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OPTIXPLOT PAST 3 RUNLINES DESCRIPTORS
This chart displays to the right of the OptixPlot. It shows Post #, Horse Name, Jockey & Trainer as well as
important key details of the horse’s previous 3 races.
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9. Horse Finish Position

1. Morning Line Odds

5. Track Name/Date/Race #

2. Days Since Last Race

6. Prior RaceClass of Race

10. OptixNOTES Keywords

3. Surface of Race

7. OptixNOTES Grade

11. Optix Alerts

4. Distance of Race

8. Optix Speed Figures

12. Run Style
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OPTIXPLOT RESULTS DESCRIPTORS
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1. OptixPLOT Results Color Coding

3 colors are used to identify the horses that
finish “In the Money”
Win - 1st Place Runner
Place - 2nd Place Runner
Show - 3rd Place Runner

2. Order of Finish

Lists the order that horses crossed the Finish
Line. Includes the OptixNOTES Grade and Final
Odds. Located next to the OptixPLOT Header.

3. OptixRESULTGRAFTM

Visual representation of how the race was won by
charting all runners positions throughout the race.
Located below the OptixPLOT and available after
the completion of the race.

4. Index

Saddlecloth color, position # and name of each horse.

5. X-axis

Represents noted race segments - Start, 1st point
of call, 2nd point of call, 3rd point of call, Finish.

6. Y-axis Factor Position
Represents the running order/position of the
horses during noted race segments.

7. Display
Indicates which horses are displayed in the
OptixRESULTGRAF. You can choose which
runners to include by checking/un-checking
the box next to the horse. Default includes
all runners.
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